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Costs. In the regions we reviewed, 71 percent of the costs charged to the five funds were classified
as indirect - a total of almost 10 million in 5 years. Again, under No. 4, we believe such costs would
be SFFAS classified as direct to the degree that the employees associated with the costs normally
charge their time that way. As with the assignment of ADP ADP unemployment and disability costs,
we would expect costs to mirror those of salaries and to be classified as direct whenever people to
whom they are assigned charge their time directly. Classifying these types of costs as indirect
overstates indirect costs overall and understates direct costs. Just as important as clarifying how
costs should be classified, however, is ensuring that Forest Service offices apply these
classifications consistently. If individual offices continue to vary in their decisions about how,
when, and whether to implement accounting policies and definitions, the data...
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This ebook is really gripping and fascinating. it had been writtern extremely perfectly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Leopold Hills-- Leopold Hills

Totally among the finest publication I actually have at any time study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out this
publication from my dad and i suggested this pdf to discover.
-- Karolann Deckow IV-- Karolann Deckow IV
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